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This paper presents the methodology to generate beams of ions in single quantum states for
bimolecular ion-molecule reaction dynamics studies using pulsed field ionization (PFI) of atoms or
molecules in high-n Rydberg states produced by vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) synchrotron or laser

O photoexcitation. Employing the pseudocontinuum high-resolution VUV synchrotron radiation at the
C) Advanced Light Source as the photoionization source, PFI photoions (PFI-PIs) in selected

, rovibrational states have been generated for ion-molecule reaction studies using a fast-ion gate to
pass the PFI-PIs at a fixed delay with respect to the detection of the PFI photoelectrons (PFI-PEs).
The fast ion gate provided by a novel interleaved comb wire gate lens is the key for achieving the

0 optimal signal-to-noise ratio in state-selected ion-molecule collision studies using the VUV
synchrotron based PFI-PE secondary ion coincidence (PFI-PESICO) method. The most recent
development of the VUV laser PFI-PI scheme for state-selected ion-molecule collision studies is
also described. Absolute integral cross sections for state-selected H" ions ranging from 0÷=0 to 17
in collisions with Ar, Ne, and He at controlled translational energies have been obtained by
employing the VUV synchrotron based PFI-PESICO scheme. The comparison between
PFI-PESICO cross sections for the H'(HD÷)+Ne and H'(HD÷)+He proton-transfer reactions and

theoretical cross sections based on quasiclassical trajectory (QCT) calculations and
three-dimensional quantum scattering calculations performed on the most recently available ab
initio potential energy surfaces is highlighted. In both reaction systems, quantum scattering
resonances enhance the integral cross sections significantly above QCT predictions at low
translational and vibrational energies. At higher energies, the agreement between experiment and
quasiclassical theory is very good. The profile and magnitude of the kinetic energy dependence of
the absolute integral cross sections for the H'(vo=0-2,N÷=I)+He proton-transfer reaction
unambiguously show that the inclusion of Coriolis coupling is important in quantum dynamics
scattering calculations of ion-molecule collisions. © 2006 American Institute of Physics.
[DOI: 10.1063/1.2207609]

I. INTRODUCTION ments have been remarkably successful in studying the
internal energy dependence of ion-molecule reaction

The understanding of state-selected and state-to-state dynamics,3-11 including vibrational-mode reactivity of poly-
unimolecular and bimolecular reaction dynamics is of funda- atomic ions12-14 and spin-orbit-state effect of atomic ions.1 '2

mental importance in the quest to control the outcome of The ability for reactant ion state preparations, together with
chemical reactions. Research on gas-phase ion-molecule re- the fact that ions can readily be electrostatically accelerated
actions has made critical contributions to the understanding and efficiently detected by using mass filters and trapping
of state-selected reaction dynamics." 2 This is primarily re- and guiding devices, has allowed accurate absolute state-
lated to several experimental advantages that the study of selected cross section measurements for many ion-molecule
ion-molecule reactions offers compared to the study of processes over wide kinetic energy ranges. The translational
neutral-neutral reactions. The most significant advantage is energy dependence of state-selected ion-molecule reaction
that reactant ions in a wide range of internal states, including cross sections provides the ultimate test of potential energy
metastable states, can be prepared by photoionization of ap- surfaces and thus invaluable insight into the ion-neutral col-
propriate precursor neutral molecules. Employing various lisions dynamics, in particular, to nonadiabatic processes
photoionization techniques, ion-molecule reaction experi- such as charge-transfer reactions."'l5" 6

Apart from the motivation for a fundamental understand-

"•Electronic mail: rainer.dressler@hanscom.af.mil ing of molecular reaction dynamics, an important incentive

b)Electronic mail: cyng@chem.ucdavis.edu for determining absolute state-selected cross sections of ion-
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neutral processes is their importance in models of atmo- reactant ion preparation is the photoelectron-photoion coin-

spheric, industrial, and aerospace plasmas.17-21 It is known cidence technique, which takes advantage of the time corre-

that atomic and diatomic ions initially produced by solar UV lation of the photoelectron-photoion pair produced from the

photoionization of atmospheric gases have nonequilibrium same precursor neutral species.1'4 -6'9,
1' 27 By virtue of the

internal energy distributions that affect the atmospheric dy- high detection sensitivity and energy resolution, the VUV
namics and phenomenology.1 ' ,1 Thus, quantitative state- threshold photoelectron-photoion coincidence (TPEPICO)
selected laboratory measurements of rate constants and cross time-of-flight (TOF) scheme has been the method of choice
sections of relevant atmospheric ions are required for mod- and has been successfully used for unimolecular reaction dy-
eling of chemical reaction cycles in planetary atmospheres. namics studies of state- or energy-selected ions.34 The exten-

The progress in state-selected ion-molecule reaction sion of this technique for bimolecular state-selected ion-
experiments has depended on the development of photoion- molecule reaction studies, referred to in the literature as the
ization techniques.22-27 The pioneering work of Chupka et threshold photoelectron (TPE)-secondary ion coincidence
al. 22-24 has demonstrated that single-photon vacuum ultra- (TPESICO) method, has also been very successful.'4-6"27

violet (VUV) photoionization is a general and versatile Due to the dispersion of the product ion arrival times, the

method for the preparation of state- or energy-selected reac- coincidence TOF peaks for product ions are significantly
tant ions. Due to the fine control in photon energy, reactant broader than those observed in unimolecular studies. It has
ions in their ground states can be easily prepared with 100% been shown that the signal-to-noise ratio for a biomolecular

purity by photoionization at the ionization or dissociative experiment can be I 00-fold lower than that for a unimolecu-
ionization threshold of appropriate precursor lar study. 3536 As a result of the limited signal-to-noise ratio• • 2 22-25

molecules. " In principle, reactant ions of known, but and energy resolutions, TPESICO experiments have been re-

different distributions of internal states can be produced by stricted to a relatively narrow range of internal energy levels
tunable VUV photoionization. Mediation of near resonance of the reactant ion in comparison to the reactant ion disso-
autoionization states can aid in preparing reactant ion vibra- ciation energy.
tional states with negligible Franck-Condon factors when The pulsed field ionization-photoelectron (PFI-PE)
photoionizing with a tunable VUV source.28 Chupka et al. scheme 37-43 is a variant of the TPE method, which is based
have shown that the autoionization mechanism for H2 allows

. 4 U on the detection of zero kinetic energy electrons. Since the
the preparation of H•(v2=0-4) with high purity: Using PFI-PE scheme is free from the electron hot-tail problem that
a VUV photoionization mass spectrometer, they examined afflicts the TPE method, it has been shown to achieve sig-
the reactivities of state-selected H'(v÷=0-4) with rare gases nificantly higher energy resolution. The recent development
in the ion source. However, since reactions occurred as the of a broadly tunable, high-resolution VUV undulator syn-
reactant ions were extracted out of the ion source, the colli- chrotron radiation source, 44 along with the pulsed field
sion energies of the experiment were ill defined. The derived ionization-photoelectron-photoion (PFI-PEPICO) and PFI-
reaction cross sections must, therefore, be considered to be PE-secondary ion coincidence (PFI-PESICO) methodsa4n47 at
phenomenological cross sections and comparison thereof to
theoretical cross sections is tenuous. Lee and co-workers7,8  the Chemical Dynamics Beamline of the Advanced Light

Source (ALS), has substantially increased the detection sen-
are the first to combine the VUV photoionization mass spec- sitivity and the range of internal state selectivity for unimo-

trometric method with the radio-frequency ion guide lecular and bimolecular reaction studies of state-selectedtechnique293 for absolute state-selected cross section mea- lclradbmlclrrato tde fsaeslce
surements fof abseriestof teasctions involving Hectin D and ions. In particular, the high sensitivity and high energy reso-surements of a series of reactions involving H'2, D+, and
HD2. Ng and co-workers further extended these methods lution nature of the PFI-PESICO method has resulted in

and, with the inclusion of the differential reactivity tech- measurements of reaction cross sections of reactant ions ex-
nique, obtained absolute state-to-state cross sections for the cited to vibrational energy levels within less than 0.1 eV of

Ar+(2P 3121/2)+Ar, H2, and H+(v+)+Ar reactions. 2' 25'31- 33  the dissociation limit of the reactant ions.

Pulsed laser based resonance-enhanced multiphoton ion- The present paper is a summary of the results obtained

ization (REMPI) methods have also been successfully used using the synchrotron based PFI-PESICO technique. The

to prepare state-selected reactant ions for ion-molecule reac- present article is structured as follows. In Sec. II, the salient

tion cross section measurements. -26 The REMPI ap- features of the PFI-PESICO technique using multibunch syn-

proach involves excitation of the precursor neutral molecule chrotron radiation of the ALS is introduced. We then discuss
to a Rydberg state with vibrational character given by the ion the H'(v÷) and HD+(v÷) proton transfer reactions with rare

core. The photoionization of the excited Rydberg molecule in gas atoms, to which the technique was first applied."8 '4
a selected vibrational state by the absorption of an additional These highly fundamental reaction systems are particularly
laser photon then produces the ion in the corresponding vi- attractive because they have been the subject of extensive
brational state with high purity. Although the REMPI photo- theoretical work including the development of accurate
electron spectrum can provide information on the vibrational three-dimensional (3D) ab initio potential energy surfaces
state distribution of the nascent REMPI ion, the initial inter- for the He and Ne systems.5 -52 As will be demonstrated, the
nal state distribution of the ion could be altered by the ab- present results pose new challenges to theorists as they raise
sorption of an additional laser photon. the total collision energy of reaction systems with an ever

When a continuous or pseudocontinuous VUV light increasing number of accessible states. We close the paper
source is used, the most versatile method for state-selected with a discussion of what lies ahead in this exciting field of

Downloaded 12 Jan 2007 to 146.153.144.35. Redistribution subject to AlP license or copyright, see http:lljcp.aip.org/jcplcopyright.isp
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600

(a) Gate off: A( (2P1,)

1e 200 (b) Gate on: Ar (2pm)

FIG. I. Schematic diagram for the octopole-quadrupole photoionization ap- .
paratus. (I) To 2000 L/s turbomolecular pump, (2) to 300 L/s turbomolecu-
lar pump, (3) molecular beam source chamber, (4) dual MCP photoelectron
detector. (5) .t-metal shield, (6) electron TOF spectrometer. (7) photoioniza-
tion chamber, (8) skimmer, (9) photoionization center. (10) wired ion gate 8 ioo

lens, (11) nozzle and nozzle holder, (12) ion injection lenses, (13) short rf 0
octopole (8.6 cm). (14) reaction chambher, (15) reaction gas cell, (16) to CJ .)I
800 L/s turbomolecular pump, (17) long rf octopole (19.6 cm). (18) en- 0.-4
trance ion lenses for QMS, (19) QMS chamber, (20) liquid nitrogen cooled Ik
wall, (21) liquid nitrogen inlet. (22) to 800 L/s turbomolecular pump. (23) •

QMS, (24) exit ion lenses for QMS, (25) +(26) Daly ion detector. (27) • 0

detector chamber, and (28) to 600 L/s turbomolecular pump. Taken from 30•Ref. 46. (c) Gate on: Ar (eP31 )

research, including the development of the VUV laser based 20S
PFu-photoion (PFI-PI) or mass analyzed threshold ion
detectoru( for the preparation of rovibronic state-selected

reactant ions for ion-molecule collision studies. o 4100
II. EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS o.. .. •..

0

The octopole-quadrupole photoionization apparatus at 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140

the ALS and its application for PFI-PEPICO (Refs. 38 and TOE (m3s)
45) and PFI-PESICO (Refs. 46-49) measurements have been

described in detail previously. Briefly, this apparatus (Fig. 1) FIG. 2. TOF spectra of PFI-PEPICO ions demonstrating the effectiveness ofconsists of, in sequential order, a PFI-PEPn CO ion source for the interleaved comb fast ion gate. (a) The gate is set to continuously trans-
he intmit Ar( 2P) ions. (b) Double gate operation to transmit Ar*(2P3 ) ions.

the ntenal tat selctin o reatan ion, a intrleved (c) Double gate operation to transmit Ar+(QPt,2) ions. The arrows point to
comb wire ion gate lens (10) for the rejection of false coin- arrival time of false coincidence ions transmitted during second gate open-

cidence ions, an ion-molecule collision region with reaction ing. Taken from Ref. 46.

gas cell and dual rf octopole ion guide [(13) + (15) +(17)] for
efficient collection of product ions, a quadrupole mass spec-
trometer (QMS) (23) for reactant and product ion mass dis- The signal-to-noise ratio of the PFI-PESICO experiment

crimination, and a Daly scintillation detector [(25)+(26)] for was dramatically improved with the novel application of theion detection, The octopole-quadrupole photoionization ap- fast ion gate (p0)4u The interleaved comb5 3 '5 4 produces a

paratus is partitioned into four differentially pumped chain- highly local, strong perpendicular electric field that can be

bers, namely, the molecular beam source chamber (3), the rapidly turned off to pass the state-selected PFI-PI at a fixedphotoionization chamber (7), the reaction chamber (14), and delay with respect to the detection of a PFI-PE, while reject-
the quadrupole chamber (19), which are evacuated by sepa- ing background false coincidence ions arriving at a time dif-

rate turbomolecular pumps. The dual rf octopole ion guide ferent from the PFI-PIs when the gate field is turned on. The
consists of a short (13) and a long (17) octopole unit, which signal-to-noise ratio improvement attributable to the fast ion

are powered by a single if power supply. The reaction gas gate is demonstrated in Fig. 2, where wwecompare Poi-
cell (15) encompasses the last part of the short rf octopole. PEPICO TOF spectra for Ara(2P31 2 1/2) observed with and
Because different dc potentials can be applied to the long and without operation of the fast ion gate. Figure 2(a) shows

short octopoles, slow primary product ions, such as charge the PFI-PEPICO TOF spectrum for Are(xPpe2) formed by

transfer product ions, can be extracted from the reaction cell photoionization of an effusive Ar beam at 298 K when the
to minimize secondary reactions. In addition to integral cross ion gate transmits all ions. The intensity of background false
sections, the experimental setup is capable of measuring dif- coincidences in the spectrum of Fig. 2(a) is a factor of -2
ferential cross sections through a secondary ion TOF higher than the coincidence peak. Figures 2(b) and 2(c) de-
analysis.3h pict the PFI-PEPICO TOF spectra for Ar+(2 P3/2) and

Downloaded 12 Jan 2007 to 146.153.144.35. Redistribution subject to AlP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcplcopyright.jsp
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Ar+(2p 1 2), respectively, with the ion gate in operation. The 200 . . . . . . . . . . . .

ion gate (duration=200 ns) was opened twice for each (a) H,'(v'=2, NW0)

PFI-PE trigger pulse. The first ion gate was opened at the

correct delay of 4.7 /s with respect to the PFI-PE trigger 100

pulse to pass the true PFI-Pls, whereas the second ion gate

was opened after an arbitrary delay of 25 As with respect to

the first ion gate. Thus, the first TOF peak measures mostly

the intensity of true coincidence ions, whereas the second 0
TOF peak [marked by arrows in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)] provides 15.

a measure of false coincidence ion count rates at the given C tb) H,&-2, N.0) ÷ Ar -* Ar + H

gate width. The true coincidence counts can thus be obtained 10
by taking the difference in counts of the first and second TOF 0

peaks. As shown in Fig. 2(c), the background false coinci- 05ILl

dences were reduced to - 14% of the true coincidence .
Ar+(2 P 11 2) PFI-PIs by using the differential ion gate55'56 PFI-

PEPICO scheme. 0

With this approach, absolute reaction cross sections for 1A

state-selected ion-molecule reactions have been determined

for the ion-molecule reactions of H+(v+=O- 17,N+) with He, 10
Ne, and Ar.T 4 9  e rotationally resolved vibrational PFI-PE

bands for H'(v+=0-18) have been obtained previously. 2,57

2 ~5 A
Due to the rotational distributions of ortho and para hydro-
gen at 298 K and selection rules for photoionization, the

N+=0, 1, 2, and 3 rotational states for many vibrational v+ 100 200 30o 400

states for H' can be prepared with good intensities by photo- T F 20300

ionization of normal H2 at 298 K.57'58

Application of the PFI-PESICO method is demonstrated FIG. 3. TOF spectra of PFI-PESICO ions observed in H,(v÷=2,N+=0)

in Fig. 3 for the H+(v+=2,N+=0)+Ar reaction system that +Ar collisions. (a) Primary ion PFI-PEPICO spectrum. (b) Ar' product ion
S a 46  

PFI-PESICO spectrum. (c) ArH' product ion PFI-PESICO spectrum. Taken
produces Ar÷ and ArH' ions.4 Figure 3(a) shows the PFI- from Ref. 46.
PEPICO TOF spectrum for reactant HW(v+=2,N+=0) re-

corded at the laboratory ion energy of 2.5 eV using the dif-

ferential fast-ion-gate scheme. The first ion gate (duration

=300 ns) is delayed by 1.50 /is with respect to the PFI-PE A. The H+(X, v,Nt=1)+Ar collision system

detection and the second ion gate (duration=300 ns; we note The H+(u+)+Ar reaction system
that the actual arrival time interval of H+ at the ion gate is

less than 200 ns) is set at 150 As with respect to the first ion HI + Ar - H, + Ar+ AH = 0.33 eV (1)

gate. The PFI-PEPICO spectrum of Fig. 3(a) only reveals a

strong TOF peak at 13 Aus, and a second TOF peak at -H+ArH+ AH=- 1.15 eV (2)
-163 /is, which would represent the false coincidences, is

not discernible. This observation indicates that the TOF peak has been previously examined in detail for the lowest reac-

at 13 As is entirely due to true coincidences. tant vibrational levels v'=0-4..-25.2 Given the relatively

The spectra shown in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c) are the PFI- large cross sections, it was a logical choice for a first test of

PESICO TOF spectra of product Ar* and ArH+, respectively, the PFI-PESICO method. We have determined the PF-

obtained for an accumulation time of 50 min by using an Ar PESICO cross sections for the sum of product Ar÷ and ArH÷

gas cell pressure of 2.15 X 10-4 Torr.46 Figures 3(b) and 3(c) with relative ease for vibrational levels v+=0- 17, as shown

indicate that the arrival times for product ArH' ions are in in Fig. 4. The error bars are the statistical errors. It is seen
that even for v+= 17, which is the second to the last bound
vibrational level of H' and lies a mere 0.03 eV below the

=100- 250 Aus for charge transfer Ar' where momentum2
dissociation limit, an accurate measurement could be per-

transfer is negligible. The intensities for reactant H' formed. The observed cross sections for low v+ levels agree

(v+=2,N+=0) and product Ar' and ArH' ions are measured well with the previous measurements.25' 27 A relatively sharp

by their respective coincidence counts after normalizing with maximum is observed for v'=2, which can be attributed to a

the respective number of PFI-PE triggers. The absolute inte- charge-transfer resonance. At the higher v+ levels, the cross

gral reaction cross sections for Ar+ and ArH+ can then be sections are observed to be relatively independent of reactant

calculated by the ratio of the product and reactant ion inten- vibrational energy until above v*= 14, where a slight drop is

sities, the neutral reactant gas density, and the calibrated ef- observed. That may be attributable to competition with the

fective length of the gas cell. 46  collision-induced dissociation (CID) channel:

Downloaded 12 Jan 2007 to 146.153.144.35, Redistribution subject to AlP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.isp
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.. .. tem at hyperthermal collision energies comparable to the H'
binding energy. The endothermic proton-transfer reaction

50H2 +Ne -. H +NeH+, AH =0.54 eV, (4)

".40 has long been regarded as a textbook example of vibrational
enhancement of chemical reactions. Reaction (4) was the

,subject of the earliest state-selected ion-molecule reaction
30 1) + *+I-2 studies of Chupka and Russell, 2 4 who used monochromatic+ + " -- AHr+ H

VUV radiation to selectively populate reactant ions in vibra-
,=0 tional levels v+=0-7 via autoionization resonances. The de-

--a - rived phenomenological cross section measurements were
-0 A F, followed by thermal energy coincidence studies by Pijkeren10 F•..=24e l91

~=2.4eV et al. 9,10 that determined relative proton-transfer rate coeffi-

or . . . . . . . . . . . . .._,_ ,_ , cients from threshold up to 0+=8. TPESICO measurements
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 18 17 18 of relative proton-transfer cross sections by Herman and

V + Koyano 63 for v0=0-4 at translational energies ranging from
0.46 to 3.5 eV demonstrated that vibrational energy was sig-

FIG. 4. Absolute total crosA sections for Ar+ and ArHE [o,= +(Arn+ArH4)] nificantly more effective than translational energy in promot-
formed in the H•(X~u+.N*=l)+Ar reaction at E•.m=l1.l (r-) and 2.4 eV inthreco.

(A) in the v* range of 0-17, Taken from Ref. 47. ing the reaction.
These exciting experimental advances spumed a signifi-

cant body of theoretical work. - Theoretical studies on

H+ Ar-, H+ + H + Ar, AH= 2.65 eV (3) 3D potential energy surfaces exhibited stark differences be-

which is open for v+= 7 and I at translational energies of 1.1 tween quasiclassical trajectory (QCT) and quantum scatter-

and 2.4 eV, respectively. 47 It is somewhat surprising that ef- ing calculations of integral cross sections. The discrepancy

fects due to dissociation are not noticed at lower reactant was attributed to long-lived resonances appearing as struc-

vibrational levels. However, measurements of the CID cross ture in the cross section energy dependence determined in
sections for 0+=0-4 show that they are below I A2 at the quantum scattering studies. - Except for the phenom-

2.4 eV and thus do not compete with the more efficient pro- enological cross sections by Chupka et al.,, and unpub-

ton transfer and charge-transfer channels. The survival of lished measurements by Gerlich and co-workers that ap-
proton-transfer products for barely bound reactant molecular peared in the theoretical work of Urban et al.,68 the theorists

ions is consistent with a spectator stripping mechanism in had limited absolute integral cross section data to compare

which the product H atom is an unaffected "spectator" of the their results to. For this reason, the PFI-PESICO guided-ion

reactive collision: , 60 Although the branching ratio for pro- beam apparatus was used to measure the collision energy

ton transfer to charge transfer was not determined for v+ (center of mass) dependence of the H'+Ne proton-transfer

= 17, similar weak competition of the CID channel was ob- integral cross section for the two lowest reactant vibrational

served for the "pure" proton-transfer system, H•+Ne, 4" dis- levels at high signal-to-noise ratio through ion preparation
cussed subsequently. In case of the charge-transfer channel, using intense autoionization resonances.48 The selected reso-
the relative independence of the cross section as a function of nances are known to decay very selectively into the next
vibrational quantum number at high 0o can be rationalized lowest ionic vibrational level.73 '7 The measurements are
by the increased number of near-resonant be-v transitions shown in Fig. 5 and compared with the REMPI state-
with significant Franck-Condon factors. selection experiments by Gerlich,7 5 quantum_ scattering stud-

Reliable theoretical results at the vibrational energies of ies by Gilibert et al. 0 and Huarte-Larraniaga et al., and

the present experiment are not expected in the near future, QCT calculations carried out by Zhang et al.4s using the
same 3D potential energy surface developed by Pendergast et

given the complexity of this reaction system involving mul- alm 52 tential ene sua ctdeveoe bPedest

tiple potential energy surfaces and significant spin-orbit cou- I. that was used in the quantum scattering studies.
pling. The most recent work on the (Ar+H 2)+ collision sys- In the QCT calculations, only those reactive channels are
tem has still been limited to using a diatomics in molecule included in the cross section determination that lead to prod-

(DIM) approach with limited long-range accuracy. 61 ,
62 The uct molecular ions with vibrational energy exceeding the

H++Ne and He proton-transfer systems, on the other hand, zero-point energy. Failure to do so results in nonzero preth-
have been the subject of copious theoretical studies since reshold cross sections, although an apparent improved agree-
they can be treated as proceeding on a single potential energy ment with near-threshold experimental values was noted by
surface at low collision energies. Urban et al.68 The latter comparison, however, is fortuitous

and does not take into account that the experimental mea-
surements by Gerlich, as well as those by Zhang et al.,

are kinematically broadened, leading to prethreshold signal
B. The H•,HD*(X,v2)+Ne proton-transfer system (arrows in Fig. 5 indicate the thresholds of the respective

The H1(o+) + Ne charge-transfer reaction is highly endot- experiments). A proper comparison between theory and ex-

hermic. The charge-transfer surface, consequently, will not periment needs to take into account the experimental broad-

be an important factor in the dynamics of this collision sys- ening stemming from the ion energy resolution (ý0.3 eV in
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at low energies is the primary ion beam resolution. Satisfac-• V+

6.0 V 1 tory fits of the threshold behavior are obtained when fixing
V 9 zrang at al. the threshold, Eo-Ei. Very low curvature parameters of

5.0 ----- LOC Fit 0.353 and 0.390 are determined from the fit for v÷=0 and 1,IiLOC
A REMPI respectively, resulting in the very sharp thresholds of the

. 4.0 * ---- Quantum deconvoluted curves that are in agreement with the behaviorSr • ....... Quantum CS
AA 0 QCTuCor observed in the quantum scattering calculations.

U) 3.0 "The low curvature parameters are close to n=0.5 pre-
0 * LAL dicted for a complex formation mechanism with a reverse
2 2.0 exothermic reaction governed by a Langevin-Gioumousis-

1.0 0 0 Stevenson capture mechanism.78 Crossed-beam experiments
0 0 0 O 0 by Bilotta and Farrar, however, show little evidence in the

0.0 - , = . angular scattering distributions for complex formation at en-

0 1 2 3 ergies as low as 0.87 eV.79 The poor agreement with the

Collision Energy (eV) QCT calculations near threshold, on the other hand, suggests
that quantum effects play an important role. This is consis-

1.0 ............ ........ tent with the observation of a dense resonance structure in

V+ + 0 the quantum studies. While the quantum scattering studies of

A A A Gilibert et al.70 based on the coupled-state approximation are
AI J A AAA ain good agreement with experiment for 0+=0, the exact

quantum scattering results of Huarte-Larrafiaga et al.'72 are
S-"significantly higher above threshold. Both quantum scatter-

0.5 A ing results for v'= I overshoot the observed cross sections

0 A 0above threshold. The discrepancy with experiment suggestsS
2 *that the quantum scattering calculations may be overempha-

T 0 sizing the effects of resonances, which could be attributed to
inaccuracies in the interaction potential.

. Figure 6 compares the vibrationally state-selected inte-
0.0 o,. gral absolute cross sections for the H'(v*)+Ne system at

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 three collision energies determined in PFI-PESICO measure-

t Collision Energy (eV) ments with those obtained by QCT calculations. In all charts

FIG. 5. Collision energy (center of mass) dependence of H'(v*=0, l)+Ne a rapid increase of the proton-transfer cross sections is ob-

proton transfer cross sections. Experimental cross sections are from Zhang served with vibrational energy. At a translational energy of
et al. (Ref. 48) (filled circles) and Gerlich (Ref. 68) (filled triangles). The- 0.7 eV, cross sections could be measured for v0=0-17. At
oretical work includes quantum scattering work by Gilibert et al. (Ref. 70) low vibrational energies, the cross sections are higher than
(quantum CS, dotted line) and Huarte-Larrafiaga et al. (Refs. 71 and 72) the QCT predictions. Above v'=3, the agreement between
(quantum, dashed line), and quasiclassical trajectory calculations by Zhang
et al. (Ref. 48). The dashed-dot line is a fit of the modified line-of-centers measured and calculated cross sections is very satisfactory.
model [Eq. (5), LOC] convoluted by the experimental energy broadening At the highest reactant vibrational energies, the cross section
mechanisms to the experimental cross sections by Zhang et al. The solid declines with vibrational energy, most likely due to compe-
lines are the deconvoluted modified LOC cross sections. Taken from tition with the CID cross section. The QCT CID cross sec-
Ref. 48.

tions are also shown. The ion guide trapping field was insuf-
ficient to capture reliably fast CID product protons. The CID

the laboratory frame of reference) and thermal target gas channel is open above v+=8. In the high vibrational energy
motion. Figure 5 also shows the kinematically deconvoluted range where CID is competitive, the agreement between the
experimental cross sections (solid lines), which are obtained measured and QCT cross sections is again not optimal.
from a nonlinear least-squares fit of the modified line-of- At a translational energy of 1.7 eV, the agreement be-
centers (LOCs) threshold function, 76,77 tween measured and QCT cross sections is significantly bet-

ter at low vibrational energies. At the highest measured lev-
els, there is again poorer agreement. At 4.5 eV, there is poor

(E+ - En)" agreement between the measured values and the QCT re-
Ei ET (5) sults. The data can be summarized as identifying three en-

ergy regions, Etot=ET+Ei: a low energy region below total

energies of 1.5 eV, at which quasiclassical theory underpre-
convoluted by the energy broadening factors of the experi- dicts cross sections, most likely due to the importance of
ment, to the experimental data. In Eq. (5), ET is the center- quantum effects; an intermediate region, 1.5<Et,,t<3 eV,
of-mass translational or collision energy, A is a scaling pa- where the agreement between quasiclassical predictions and
rameter, E0 =0.54 eV is the threshold energy, Ei is the experiment is excellent; and a high energy region, E,,1
internal energy above the zero-point energy, and n is the >3 eV, where quasiclassical theory again underpredicts the

curvature parameter. The primary contribution to broadening cross sections. The discrepancy at high energies may be as-
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V+ FIG. 7. Collision energy (center of mass) dependence of state-selected

HD*(v+= 1,4)+Ne isotopic reaction channel cross sections. The results are

FIG. 6. PFI-PESICO measurements by Zhang et al. (Ref. 48) (filled circles) compared to QCT calculations by Tang et al. (Ref. 81).

of H*(vo,N+= I)+Ne proton-transfer cross sections as a function of vibra-

tional quantum number (uv) at three translational energies, ET=0.7, 1.7, and

4.5 eV. The error bars (±30%) for the experimental cross sections represent HD*(vo = 1) + Ne - NeHl + D AH = 0.29 eV (8)
the maximum absolute errors. The experimental results are compared with

QCT calculations by Zhang ei al. of the proton transfer and dissociation -- NeD÷ + H AH = 0.25 eV, (9)
cross sections including zero-point energy restrictions. Taken from Ref. 48.

both HD÷(v÷=4)+Ne channels are exothermic. The mea-

sociated with an overprediction of CID cross sections and the surements were again conducted in a noncoincidence, auto-

associated competition. In the H'+He systems, discussed ionization mode. The results are compared to QCT calcula-

later, classical trajectory hopping studies have shown that tions conducted on the surface by Pendergast et al.52 In the

nonadiabatic electronic transitions play an important role in v+= 1 case, the experimental data exhibit no isotope effects at

the CID channel.80 Consequently, classical theory may fail to collision energies below 2 eV, despite the difference in

correctly portray the dynamics at high energies. Inaccuracies threshold. At higher energies, a large isotope effect in favor

in the potential developed by Pendergast et al.52 may also be of NeD' is observed. Contrary to the experiments, QCT pre-

a possible cause. dictions favor the NeD' channel already near threshold. As

Isotope effects represent a particularly sensitive test of in the H' reaction, the absolute QCT cross sections are con-

interaction potentials. Figure 7 shows very recent siderably smaller than the observed values at low energies.

measurements 9 of the translational energy dependence of These differences can again be explained by important quan-

the HD*+Ne proton-transfer reaction cross section: tum effects at low energies, possibly longer-lived quantum
resonances, which appear to scramble isotopic preferences,

HD÷ + Ne -- NcH + D AH = 0.55 eV (6) observed in more direct scattering dynamics. At higher ener-
gies, the experiments clearly reveal an isotope effect, the
magnitude of which approaches the QCT predictions with

- NeD+ + H AH = 0.50 eV (7) increasing translational energy. A generally similar behavior
is observed for v0=2 and 3.

for both isotopic channels measured for reactant vibrational For 0÷=4, both QCT cross sections and experimental

quanta v÷= I and 4. The endothermicities are based on recent results exhibit no evidence of isotope effects within the com-

theoretical work on NeH÷/NeD÷ by Civis et al."2 While the putational and experimental uncertainties. The superb agree-

HD*(u+= 1)+Ne proton-transfer channels are endothermic: ment between the experimental results and the QCT calcula-
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tions at all investigated translational energies demonstrates 7.0 ,, .... t.... .... .

nicely that above internal energies of - 1 eV [the pure vibra- + 3 Tang et aL

tional energy of HD+(v+=4) is 1.0 eV] classical theory per- 7.0 .',.3 ... C
. -- Turner et at.

forms very well. The declining cross section with energy o.0 O QCT
suggests a longer-range interaction, typical of exothermic U - Chu et al.

ion-molecule reactions with spectator-stripping-type dynam- 4.0 "-.% -- - Chu et al. (cony.)

ics. In the v+= I case (Fig. 7), the transition at which quan- Quantum

turn effects no longer affect the integral cross section occurs 30 .
S .. ........

at higher total energies in this endothermic reaction system, 2.0 ...
where average impact parameters are significantly smaller. 0 0 0 0 0 O 0

:0o
C. The H*,HDO(X,v')+He proton-transfer system o.0

The H++He proton-transfer system 2.5 +

H'+He---*H+HeH*, AH=0.806 eV (10) '
I:2.0"•• • ,

is arguably the most thoroughly studied ion-molecule reac- .0

tion. Due to the significant endothermicity, considerable vi- 1
brational effects are expected and it was for this reaction that ,
Chupka et al. discovered the first vibrational effects in an 0 .0
ion-molecule reaction in their pioneering photoionization o

22-4 1,63_
studies.- Koyano and co-workers' and Govers and 0/ 0 -*
Guyon4 used the threshold photoelectron coincidence ap- 0.5 *e "/ 0

proach to measure relative proton-transfer cross sections for
low H'(vu<7) reactant states. The latter derived absolute 0.0

cross sections based on the phenomenological cross sections 0.8 V+
of Chupka el al.22 - 4 Turner et al. determined absolute inte- V
gral cross sections for this reaction as well as the HD÷+He
system in a well-characterized guided-ion beam experiment 0.6

in which the reactant ions were efficiently prepared in se-
lected vibrational states v*=0-4 using monochromatic VUV 0.4 ."
photoionization through autoionization resonances. 8 The de- 0 .......
tailed results portrayed a picture of low-impact parameter 'o0
intimate dynamics for the lowest reactant level, v+=0, while 0.2 0o
the results at higher levels appeared consistent with a

spectator-stripping mechanism. 59',A ° 0-

Given its fundamental importance, the H++He system 0.0 . . I ... . .
20.0 0.5 I .0 1.5 2.0

has been the subject of numerous theoretical studies includ- 0.0 0.5 1.2

ing QCT (Refs. 80 and 83-92) and quantum scattering cal-

culations of collinear 93-12 and 3D zero total angular FIG. 8. Collision energy (center of mass) dependence of H2(v'=1-3)
momentum 69'99'103-106 (J=0) reaction probabilities and inte- +He proton-transfer cross sections. Experimental cross sections are from

gral cross sections. 69'10 7',10 Theoretical studies have received Tang et al. (Ref. 49) (filled circles) and Turner et al. (Ref. 8) (open dia-

a new impetus from a recent, high-quality three-dimensional monds). LOC (dotted lines) refer to the modified line-of-centers model fits
of the cross sections of Tang et al. The experimental measurements are

potential energy surface developed by Palmieri et al1 The compared with QCT calculations (open circles), and quantum scattering

surface prompted new quantum scattering calculations at ar- work by Chu et al. (Ref. It10) (solid lines), and Aquilanti ea al. (Ref. 50)

bitrary J. 50,5 1" 09' As in the H,+Ne case, the quantum me- (Quantum). The dashed lines are the theoretical results of Chu et al. convo-
2a sluted by the energy broadening mechanisms of the experiment by Tang ea al.

chanical studies revealed a dense resonance structure in the (Ref. 49).
J-resolved reaction probabilities.

Tang et al. conducted an in-depth study of the H'(v+) magnitude, the latter having a more gradual onset which is
+He proton-transfer system for reactant states as high as most likely attributable to a lower translational energy reso-
v+= 15.49 The translational energy dependence of the state- lution. Tang et al. modeled their data using the modified
selected proton-transfer cross sections at low v+ states were LOC model [Eq. (5)] and the deconvoluted results are shown
determined using the same autoionization approach applied in Fig. 8. As in the case of the H'+Ne system, the curvature
in the measurements of Fig. 5. The measurements for v+= 1, parameter determined from the fit is very small, n=0.36,
2, and 3 are shown in Fig. 8, where they are compared with signifying a sharp onset at threshold. This sharp threshold
the experimental measurements of Turner et al., the most behavior is again not reflected in the QCT cross sections,
recent quantum scattering studies, as well as QCT results. performed on the surface by Palmieri et al.,51 which show a
For v+= 1, the measurements of Tang et al. are very compa- gradual increase above threshold that eventually approaches
rable to the earlier measurements by Turner et al. in absolute the measured values near 2 eV.
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The sharp threshold onset is also observed in quantum H,*(Xv*,N÷=l) + He

scattering studies, 50,107,10 which exhibit significant structure I , ,

in the energy dependence that are attributed to quantum scat- 1.0 3.1 eV

tering resonances. Since Tang et al. published their results, 0 * Present PFI
Panda and Sathyamurthyill and Chu et al. 110 conducted time- 0.8 0 QCT HeHl
dependent quantum scattering studies using the surface by ---. OCT H÷

Palmieri et al.51 The results of Chu et al. are shown in Fig. 8. 0.6 Turner et as .SG,,-ve rs
They conducted calculations over a significantly broader col- Koano

lision energy range than all previous quantum scattering 0.4O v

work and explicitly incorporated Coriolis coupling. The lat- 0. /

ter was shown to have an important effect on the integral I< 0.2

cross sections. The cross sections of Chu et al. are in very C -

satisfactory agreement with the experimental measurements 0 0.0 ------------------------------

of Tang et al.. Interestingly, the quantum scattering cross 0 :
sections do not show as vertical an onset as derived from the 1

modified LOC deconvolution. Since the modified line-of- 0 0 /0.6 eV

centers model is not suited for mimicking theoretical thresh- U 8 II t /
old behavior, we have convoluted the results by Chu et al. V ! 6
with the broadening factors of the ion beam experiment of 6 n 41
Tang et al. (ion energy resolution, thermal target gas motion) a 1 0 f
to compare more appropriately with the experimental results. 4 0
The convoluted theoretical values (dashed curve) have a 0 0

slope above threshold that is very similar to that of the ex- 2 0 0
periment, except that they are shifted by -0.1 eV to higher 00 .- O -
values. Due to the small magnitude in cross section, the ex- I . I , I , I , I . , I . I , I , I I

periment by Tang et al. may have been affected by secondary 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18

collisions, causing a slight shift in the appearance of the U+

threshold to lower values. The effect of secondary collisions
is significantly more apparent for v+=0 reactants, where the FIG. 9. PFI-PESICO measurements by Tang et al. (Ref. 49) (filled circles)

of H'(v*,N= 1)+ He proton-transfer cross sections as a function of vibra-
cross sections are much smaller.

4 9  tional quantum number (v) at two translation energies, ET=0.6 and 3.1 eV.

For v+=2, the situation is very similar. Again, the abso- The PFI-PESICO errors bars represent statistical errors. The experimental

lute cross sections measured by Tang et al. and Turner el al. results are compared with experimental results by Turner et al. (Ref. 8)

are in good agreement, the modified LOC model derives a (open diamonds), Govers and Guyon (Ref. 4) (upward pointing filled tri-
angles), and Koyano and co-workers (Refs. II and 63) (downward pointing

small curvature parameter, n=0.44, and the QCT comparison filled triangles). The measurements of Turner et al. are the averages of

is poor near threshold, but excellent above I eV. The maxi- measurements at Er=
2 

and 4 eV. QCT calculations by Tang et al. (Ref. 49)

mum of the cross sections calculated by Chu et al. is about of the proton transfer (open circles) and dissociation (dashed lines) cross

30% higher than the measured values, which is within the sections including zero-point energy restrictions are also shown.

quoted errors of the experiment. As for v0= 1, the convoluted
theoretical onset is slightly shifted from the experimental sections at translational energies of 0.6 and 3.1 eV.47 Figure

onset. The cross sections measured by Tang et al. for v*=3 9 compares their measurements to other experiments as well
were shown to be in excellent agreement with the phenom- as QCT calculations conducted on the Palmieri surface. At

enological cross sections derived by Chupka and et al.22-4 It 0.6 eV, Tang et al. succeeded in measuring cross sections

is seen in Fig. 8 that they are approximately a factor of 2 with good coincidence statistics for v*= 1-15. The measure-

higher than the measurements of Turner et al.. Again, there ments with estimated absolute errors of ±40% compare well

is a marked difference between experiment and QCT calcu- to scaled relative cross sections by Koyano and
lations, the convergence of the two happening at higher en- co-workerstI' 63 for vo= 1 -4. The QCT calculations underes-

ergies than for v+=2. Chu et al. did not calculate the trans- timate the cross section up to -v'=7, corresponding to a

lational energy dependence for this reactant state. The figure vibrational excitation energy of 1.59 eV. At higher reactant

compares the experimental data with calculations by Aqui- states, the agreement with the trajectory calculations is ex-

lanti et al.50 based on the Palmieri surface. Apart from a cellent. Even the cross section decline with vibrational quan-

slight difference between the onsets of modified LOC de- tum state that is attributable to competition with the disso-

convoluted experimental and quantum scattering cross sec- ciation channel, for which the QCT calculations are also

tions that can be attributed to experimental uncertainty, the shown, is nicely reproduced by the QCT calculations.

experimental and theoretical cross sections are in excellent At 3.1 eV, experimental cross sections were obtained for

agreement. Time-dependent quantum scattering studies IN on 0+=1-12. Scaled relative cross sections for v0=1-4 by

an older surface derived by Joseph and Sathyamurthy9°'9! Koyano and co-workers11,63 taken at 3.0 eV are again in

also produced good agreement with the experimental mea- good agreement with the PFI-PESICO results. Relative cross

surements for the v+=3 reactant state. section measurements by Govers and Guyon 6 for v+=0-6
Tang et al. measured state-selected PFI-PESICO cross scaled to the phenomenological cross sections of Chupka et
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1.4 tions for the state-selected reactions (00) and (12) are also
1.2 ÷ 2 O HeHTangetal. shown in Fig. 10. Although the absolute values of the inte-

* HeHlTumeretal. gral cross sections are comparable to the experimental val-

S1.0 HeOretal. ues, the energy dependence of the cross sections, as well as
0 -0- HeD* OCT the isotope effects, are not correctly rendered.So --0.® ,r

0 0.8 0 OCbCC ... HeD* quantum

1 0 ---- HeD* quantum
U0.o6 0 IV. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

SA. VUV synchrotron based PFI-PESICO measurements
0.4 0

oThe described state-selected studies of H' proton-
0.2 0 0 transfer reactions that build on the pioneering work of

0Chupka et al.-24 and Lee and co-workers7' provide new

0.0'
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 validation opportunities for state-of-the-art reaction dynam-

Translational Energy (eV) ics theory covering a significantly broader range of energy
space. As the comparison of these recent experimental results

FIG. 10. Collision energy (center of mass) dependence of HD*(vo=2) with the most exact theoretical approaches demonstrates,
+He isotopic reaction channel cross sections. The results by Tang et al. (Ref. there are still important discrepancies in the determined re-
81) (circles) are compared to experiments by Turner et al. (Ref. 8) (dia-
monds) and QCT calculations by Tang et al. (Ref. 81) (squares). Also shown action cross sections for the H'+ He and H• + Ne systems at
are recent quantum scattering calculations by Tiwari et al. (Ref. 109). low total energies, even though the dynamics can be consid-

ered to unfold on a single potential energy surface. The com-

al.22-24 are also in satisfactory agreement with the PFI- parison to QCT calculations exhibits a distinct transition be-

PESICO measurements. We also show experimental cross tween dynamics governed by quantum effects at low

sections of Turner et al.8 for v'=0-4 consisting of the aver- vibrational and translational energies to dynamics at higher

age of their ET= 2 and 4 eV measurements. The use of an vibrational and/or translational energies, where quantum ef-

average for comparison is justified given the close to linear fects average out and where QCT correctly renders the en-

drop in cross section observed for all reactant states at the ergy dependence of reaction cross sections. The present PFI-

respective translational energies. The resulting cross sections PESICO work has provided a rare opportunity to observe

are also in good agreement with the PFI-PESICO measure- this transition for the vibrational energy of the reactant ions

ments. Unlike the observations in the H'+Ne system dis- of an ion-molecule reaction.
The H++He and H'+Ne systems also provide a rare

cussed earlier, the QCT calculations are in excellent agree- T a
ment with the state-selected measurements at these relatively opportunity to study a system where theory has identified

high total energies. This suggests that either the H++He sur- quantum scattering resonances that not only affect J-resolved
face is more accurate, or that nonadiabatic effects encoun- scattering probabilities, but also greatly affect the resultingtered at energies near the dissociation limit play a role in the integral cross sections. As seen in Fig. 5, marked resonanceHt+Ne system, but are weak in the He reaction. structure near threshold is predicted by the coupled-state cal-

Isotopic cross sections of the HD2+He system have culations of Gilibert et al.70 of the H'(v*=0)+Ne integral

been measured recently.8' Figure 10 shows sample isotopic proton-transfer cross section. The absolute magnitude of the
proton-transfer cross sections for the reaction HD+(v+=2) cross sections are in excellent agreement with the measure-+He: ments by Zhang et al. .48 Although both the experiments byZhang et al.48 and Gerlich68 exhibit the hint of a shoulder at

HD+(v+ = 2) + He -, Hel + D AH = 0.36 eV (11) energies where the calculated cross sections exhibit maxima
due to resonances, the confirmation of these resonance struc-

-,HeD÷+ H AH= 0.32 eV. (12) tures would require a higher translational energy resolution
of the guided-ion beam experiments. An improved transla-

The thresholds were derived using the HeH+/HeD÷ zero- tional energy resolution would also allow the observation of
point energies obtained from Coxon and Hajigeorgiou.12 the effects due to the rotational state of the reactant ion.
Tang et al. observe a significant isotope effect from threshold While the PFI-PESICO experiment has demonstrated the
to 2 eV. The absolute cross section measurements by Turner ability to select single rovibrational states of H', the low

82
et al. are in good agreement with the measurements of Tang translational energy resolution makes it all but impossible to
et al. at 2 eV. However, at 1 eV, they do not observe an conduct measurements precisely near threshold, where rota-
isotope effect, although the absolute cross sections are in tional effects are most likely. The possibility of rotational
good agreement with the HeH+ cross section of Tang et al.. effects has been predicted by Chu et al. for the H'+He
The QCT calculations correctly predict the isotope effect ob- system'° using a time-dependent wave packet calculation
served by Tang et al., although the magnitude of the that includes Coriolis coupling.
HeD+/HeH+ cross section ratio is slightly underpredicted. The challenges of improving the kinetic energy resolu-
Very recently, high-level time-dependent quantum mechani- tion in ion-molecule collisional experiments have been dis-
cal calculations have been conducted by Tiwari et al. 1o9 on cussed previously.46 Two obvious experimental improve-
the isotopic branching in this reaction. The potential by ments involve the narrowing of the reactant ion beam kinetic
Palmieri et al. 5 was used. The calculated integral cross sec- energy spread and the reduction of thermal broadening of the
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neutral reactants due to the Doppler effects.'1 3 The former whereas the VUV-PFI-PI scheme does not suffer from this
improvement can be partly accomplished by minimizing the limitation, and is generally applicable to all states resolved in
stray field due to surface defects of the metal electrodes used the PFI-PE spectrum of a molecular ion. It has been shown
in the photoionization region together with lowering the ex- that by using four-wave sum- and difference-frequency mix-
traction electric field for the reactant ions. However, the low- ing schemes in Ar, Kr, Xe, and Hg as the nonlinear media,
ering of the ion extraction field can seriously lower the reac- tunable coherent VUV laser radiation with optical bandwidth
tant ion intensity and thus be detrimental to the ion-molecule of 0.12 cm-' (FWHM) can be generated in the full energy
collisional experiment. Furthermore, the ion kinetic energy range of 7-19.5 eV.12s- 13 ° While the ease of VUV tunability
can be broadened by improper ion injection into the rf octo- remains a great advantage of synchrotron sources, the sig-
pole ion guide, when the ion guide reaction gas cell ar- nificantly higher energy resolutions offered by VUV lasers
rangement is used. Lowering the thermal broadening of re- are expected to provide higher photoionization selectivity for
actant neutrals has been achieved by either cooling the the preparation of reactant ion states.
collision cell 114,15 or replacing the cell with a Recently, Ng and co-workers have converted their triple-
supersonic 114.16-1t8 jet, which also comes with a sizeable quadrupole-double-octopole (TQDO) photoionization ion-
penalty in the signal-to-noise ratio of the collisional experi- molecule reaction apparatus2,25 in their laboratory to a VUV
ments. The broad kinetic energy distribution also limits the laser based ion-molecule reaction apparatus.131 This involves
lowest meaningful collision energy of the experiment. The the replacement of the VUV discharge lamp system by a
best ion energy resolution in a guided-ion beam experiment comprehensive tunable VUV laser system and the implemen-
has been obtained by Gerlich, where a quadrupole velocity tation of a sensitive VUV laser PFI-PI scheme for the prepa-
filter was used to narrow the distribution to -50 meV [full ration of state-selected reactant ions. The key for the success
width at half maximum (FWHM)]:. Since this resolution is is to generate a sufficiently high intensity of PFI-PIs by in-
still significantly higher than the rotational constants of H2, creasing the VUV laser pulse energy along with lengthening
the observation of the rotational effect in ion-molecule colli- the lifetimes of excited high-n Rydberg states by employing
sions is expected to be difficult. a scrambling field ""' scheme.

Despite the limitation of achievable kinetic energy reso- a using f2 s teme.
lution, the VUV synchrotron PFI-PESICO technique can be By using a MgF 2 lens instead of a windowless VUV
readily employed for state-selected absolute integral cross monochromator to separate the fundamental frequencies
section measurements of ion-molecule reactions of from the VUV difference frequency, Ng and co-workers have
other diatomic, triatomic, and simple polyatomic molecular measured a VUV laser pulsed energy of - 10 /J at 9.26 eV

ions. Rotationally resolved PFI-PE vibrational bands or a photon intensity of -2 X 1014 photons/s for a 30 Hz

for 02(X 2H3 / 1/ 2,v+-0 38),119 02(a 4n 5/2 312 1 2 1/ 2tI + laser as compared to that of 10 9-10il photons/s observed at

=0_18),2-0 NO+(X '1+;v+=0_32),12- NO+(a 13y;u+ the ALS high-resolution (resolution -1-5 cm-', FWHM)

=0- 16),122 and CO÷(X 2):,v,+=0-42) (Ref. 123) have been VUV synchrotron source. This increase in VUV laser inten-

observed in recent VUV synchrotron measurements. The sity observed by eliminating the monochromator is critically

vibrational bands for v+=0-8 and 0-67 of N'(X 21+) have important for the success of using the VUV-PFI-PI scheme

also been observed in previous VUV laser PFI-PE (Ref. 124) for the preparation of state-selected reactant ions. For VUV

and synchrotron based threshold photoelectronlis studies, re- wavelengths shorter than 1050 A (absorption cutoff of LiF),

spectively. The high-resolution nature of the PFI-PESICO a convex LiF lens can no longer be used to separate the VUV

method would allow the examination of the reactivity from fundamental frequencies. Recently, it has been shown

of individual spin-orbit and high uv levels of these ions. that this can be overcome by intersecting the two dye laser
For example, a study to compare the reaction cross beams at a slight angle onto a rare gas free jet, such that the

sections involving near resonance O(X 2H3/2,1, 2,v÷) and VUV beams of sum and difference frequencies would
O2(a 

4 
5 12, 3 12, 112 ,_l 12., V) states, such as the emerge in directions different from those of the fundamental++X 4 3-8

O(X 2 11312,1 2 ,v+=28) and O2(a 115/2,,/2_,12../2u,u-=8) laser beams.' 34 This arrangement, which allows the selection

states and the O(X 2 I3/2,,/2 ,v2+=29) and of the VUV beam of interest by using a slit without using a
O+(a 4l H1, 2,3/ 2,1 2,- 12 1,uV=9) states, would be interesting and monochromator or a convex lens, can also be implemented
promise to provide new insight into the reactivity of ions in for the generation of VUV laser radiation at wavelengths
highly excited vibrational and spin-orbit states. shorter than 1050 A.

For PFI-PI detection using pulsed (30 Hz) VUV lasers,
PFI-PIs formed from PFI of high-n Rydberg species must be

B. Development of the VUV laser based PFI-PI separated from prompt background ions using a dc separa-
technique tion field and an appropriate time delay between the applica-

By using two-photon laser PFI-PI or mass analyzed tion of the VUV laser pulse and the pulsed electric field for

threshold ion techniques, Mackenzie and Softly126 and Green PFI and ion extraction.39 The time delay requirement de-
et al. 127 have previously examined the rotational energy ef- mands long lifetimes for the high-n Rydberg states. Schlag
fects in the H'(v+=0,N*=0-4)+H 2 and the NO+(v+ and co-workers132"133 and Kim and co-workers135"136 have
=0,N*)+C 2H5 I reactions. The two-color UV laser PFI-PI demonstrated that using a small scrambling electric field dur-
schemes for the preparation of state-selected ions are limited ing the laser excitation to promote the Stark mixing to high
to the existence of stable intermediate states in the UV, orbital angular momentum I states from low I states origi-
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FIG. 12. Comparison of the rotational-resolved PFI-PE spectrum (middle),

FIG. I I. (a) TOF spectrum showing the NO' PFI-PI and prompt back- the PFI-PI spectrum (upper), and the simulated (bottom) spectra for
ground ion peaks (observed using an oscilloscope). The spectra were oh- NO+(X,t+= I ,J+)-NO(X,u"=O ,J"). The spectral simulation givcs a rota-
tained with the VUV set at the IEFINO-* NO+(v=l)]. The solid and dot tional temperature of 50 K for NO. Taken from Refs. 131 and 137.

curves correspond to the measurements with and without the ringing scram-
bling electric field, respectively. (h) TOF spectrum showing the NO+ PFI-PI
peak after the prompt NO+ background peak was blocked by a pulsed elec-
tric field applied to the lower repeller plate. Taken from Refs. 131 and 137. PFI-PI measurement, the energy resolution (3 cm-, FWHM)

for the PRI-PT spectrum is lower than that (1.5 cm-'
FWHM) of the PFI-PE spectrum. Nevertheless, the J÷

nally formed in laser excitation can significantly lengthen the =02saeofN (Xv 1arstlceryrsledA
Rydberg lifetimes and thus enhance the PFI-PI signal.=02saeofN (X ÷=1arstlceryrslvdA

As an example, we show in Fig. 11 (a) the TOF spectra PFI-PI intensity of (1-5) X 104 ions/s was found to be

for PFI-PT and prompt background NO÷ ions observed in the readily obtainable for NO÷ in v = 0, 1, or 2 state.

VUV PFI detection of NO with the VUV laser energy set at As a demonstration experiment, Chang et al. have oh-
the ionization energy (IE) for the formation of NO+(X,v÷ tained absolute total charge-transfer cross sections for
= 1) from NO.' 3' The delay of the PRI field pulse with re- NO+(X;v+=0-2)+CH 3I collisions at center-of-mass colli-

spect to VUV laser pulse is 5/.ts and the dc separation field sion energies of 0.5-5.0 eV by implementing the VUV laser
and the PFI field are 0.5 and 6 V/cm, respectively. As a PFI-PI method in the TQDO apparatus.' 37 As expected, the

result of the application of the dc separation field and the CH 3I÷ charge-transfer cross sections are sensitive to the
delay of the PFI electric field pulse, the PRI-PT peak NO÷(v÷) state, but not to the collision energy. The observed
(10.50 ps) is well separated from the prompt background ion CH3I÷ cross sections for NO÷(X;v+=0, 1 ,and 2) arc found
peak (11.25 /zs). The solid and dot spectra of Fig. 11l(a) cor- to be • 1, 10, and 20 A2, respectively, and are essentially

respond to the respective measurements observed with and constant in the collision energy range of 0.5-5.0 eV. The
without the ringing scrambling electric field. The PRI-PT in- high cross sections observed for the NO+(X;v+= 1 and 2)
tensity is found to increase by more than a factor of 3 by +CH3I charge-transfer reactions are consistent with the fact
using the scrambling field. As expected, the prompt back- that IE[NO-4 NO+(u÷=2)] =9.84 eV >lE[NO-* NO÷(v÷
ground ion intensity is independent of the scrambling field. - 1)1-9.55 eV'-IE(CH 3I)=9.54 eV,' 2 1' 31' i.e., these charge-
The enhancement factor for the PRI-PT intensity is found to transfer reactions are exothermic. Because the charge-
vary in the range of 3-5 depending on the selected rovibra- trnfrclionorN (v0)C Iisedteicb

tionl sateof O~(). I orer o ue te PF-P~ fomedfor 0.26 eV, charge transfer is translationally driven, leading to a
state-selected ion-molecule reaction studies, it is necessary to
reject the background prompt ions. The prompt background salcag-rnfrcosscino 2

ions can be effectively blocked by applying an appropriate The success in the application of the high-resolution
voltage pulse to the photoionization region after the PFI-PIs VUV laser PRI-PT method for state-selected ion-molecule re-
exit the photoionization region on the way to the ion detec- action studies promises many exciting developments to

tor. As shown in Fig. 11 (b), the TOF spectrum only reveals come. The pulsed nature of the PRI-PT beam generated by the
the PRI-PI peak when the blocking voltage pulses are applied VUV laser PFI-PI method would favor the experiment to be
to the lower repeller plate at the appropriate delay with re- conducted in a crossed ion-neutral beam arrangement be-
spect to the PRI pulses, cause the neutral reactants can be introduced into the reac-

Figure 12 compares the rotationally resolved PFI-PE tion region as a pulsed beam to synchronize with the arrival
(middle) and PFI-PI (top) spectra of NO+(X;v+= 1) obtained of the PRI-PT beam pulse. As pointed out above, the beam-
using a neat NO beam. 131137 The simulated spectrum (bot- beam arrangement is expected to improve the kinetic energy
tom curve of Fig. 12) is obtained assuming a rotational tem- resolution for the ion-neutral collision experiment." 3• Con-

perature of 50 K. Due to the higher PFI voltage used in the sidering that many excellent designs for generating pulsed
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